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INTRODUCTION:

The claims were stoked for Dickenson Mines Limited in the fall of 1979, to 
secure the ground for a new company which was to be formed. This new company was 
to acquire most of Dickenson's holdings in the Red Lake area. The claims subject of our 
report occupy an area of favourable geology within a large group of Patented Claims 
already held by Dickenson interests.

SUMMARY:

A line grid was cut to cover the property and the surrounding areas. 
Magnetic and electromagnetic survey traced four magnetic anomalies and three major 
conductive trends with a few minor conductors nearby. The survey was successful in 
confirming and locating the airborne anomalies on the ground. Recommendations are 
being made to test the anomalies in five locations by diamond drilling. The required 
footage would be 2,000 feet. An estimate on costs is appended.

PROPLR1 Y, LOCATION AND ACCESS:

l he property lies on the southeast corner of McDonough Township of the 
Mining District of Kenora-Patricia Portion, in the Red Lake gold mining camp. The 
bulk of these claims were known for a long time as the Airrnar property. Most of the 2k 
claims staked cover land area, however, a few claims over the northeast corner of the 
property are over the Post Narrows of Red Lake.

Claim numbers are as follows:

KRL 509806 KRL 509815 KRL 50982/1
509807 509816 509825
509808 509817 509826
509809 509818 509827
509810 509819 509828
509811 509820 509829
509812 509821
509813 509822
50981/4 509823 Total 7k c laims

Access can be gained to the property from the Town of Cochenour via gravel 
road which eventually leads to the headframe of Abino Mines. While this road does not 
touch unto the property, it possess only a few hundred feet from its southeast corner.

PAS! HISTORY:

The property has been known by three different names. The earliest 
accounts given by Hurst describe a large block of claims reaching into Dome Twp. 
{includes later McMarrnac) under the name of Nortricia. Horwood also mentions the 
property as Margaret Mines. Later sources refer to Airmac which has virtually covered 
the same ground as our present claims. According to Horwood's account work was done 
on the property between 1939 and I9AI including 1,600 feet of diamond drilling. 
Unfortunately we can not locate this work due to the change in claim numbers during 
the years, also the property Horwood describes consists of 52 claims a much larger area 
than our present claim block.
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l he lost holder of the property Airmac lost its charter and the Patented 
Claims they were holding were cancelled. In 1978 commissioned by the Geological 
Survey of Ontario, Questor Surveys flew an airborne geophysical survey over several 
townships in the Red Lake area. The claims were fully covered and our work proposal 
was partially based on the airborne results.

PROPER! Y GEOLOGY:

It appears that neither of the previous owners have prepared a geological 
map of the area, the Ontario Department of Mines had mapped the area twice. In the 
early work by H. C. Horwood the property was mapped as a series of undifferentiated 
intermediate and mafic flows with a section of sediments on top, the whole sequence 
appeared to be folded into a synclinal fold with its axis on the northwest side of the 
property striking east of north. A few outcrops of quart? diorite were also indicated. 
In 1976 J. Pirrie and assistants mopped McDonough Township for the Ontario Geological 
Survey. Pirrie's map shows a series of volcanic flows felsic to mafic, with some 
greyv/acke and cherty oxide facies of iron formation close to the top of the section, a 
gabbro dyke can be seen running concordantly at the center portion of the property. 
The synclinal feature does not appear but we have block faulting at the west side with 
movement to the east.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

The property is part of a larger group of claims which are being explored, 
patented claims are forming about three quarter of the property. These claims have not 
been surveyed yet, the portion done was selected for work not on the basis of priority, 
but the need for assessment credits. A line grid was cut with the baseline started at the 
south boundary at an angle of 40 . Lines were cut at 100m centres at 90 from the 
baseline. Picketing was done at m. intervals. A magnetic and electromagnetic survey 
was completed on the line grid. Geometrics G 816 Proton Magnetometer was used for 
the magnetic survey. Control stations were established at the various points readings 
were taken at every 20m. Diurnal variations were calculated corrections applied and 
these results were plotted on the appended maps. The Apex Max Min II Electromagnetic 
system was used in a Horizonatal Loop configuration for the EM Survey. A coil 
separation of a 100m was used and two frequencies 444 M? and 1,777 M? were read. The 
results and profiles were plotted on the appended maps at a scale of 1:2,500.

DISCUSSION Of RESULTS:

The ground geophysical survey was designed to confirm and locate on ground 
portions of three major conductive trends found by the airborne survey. Sections of 
these major trends were drilled by other interests on some of the surrounding 
properties. A number of interesting gold intersections were located. For these reasons 
it was decided to locate and test the conductive trends. The magnetic survey has 
resulted in four sub-parallel magnetic anomalies crossing the property diagonally. The 
anomaly on the north is likely due to the ferrugineous chert which is about up to 50m 
thick and it runs full length across the property, its peak values appear to be about 
3,500 gammas over the background. This is not really typical to the oxide facies of iron 
formations. The amounts of magnetite present could not be that significant. The 
second anomaly about 500m southeast is considerably wider at the west and it pinches 
to the east. The peak values here are about 6,000 gammas over the background. This 
anomaly corresponds with a gabbroic body on Pirrie's map. It is noticed that this rock 
type is mapped on the basis of "interpretation is based on geophysical data only".
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A third magnetic anomaly which is much lesser in strength appears at the 
north side of the property. It follows Post Narrows of Red Lake with a much smaller 
anomaly just north. The values are less with a single peak of 2,500 gammas over 
background, with most of the peak values being in the range of 1,000 gammas. The 
fourth magnetic anomaly is on the south and lies mainly on patented ground. The 
electromagnetic survey has resulted in three strongly conductive trends more or less 
correlating with the magnetic anomalies. We have used the same designation as in our 
proposal. The northern most trend designated with the letters C-4 lies north of Post 
Narrows. The conductivity is very high, the dip appears to be almost vertical the width 
varies between 5 and 60m. Surprisingly the magnetic anomaly under the narrows has 
not shown conductivity though such conductivity is indicated on the airborne survey. 
Only one weak expression of conductivity was seen on 20W. We expect possibly deep 
water and deep lake sediments causing the absence of conductor.

Trend C-3 crosses over the property about 6 to 800m west of the baseline, it 
has direct magnetic correlation. Dip almost vertical possibly to the east. It is suspect 
of multiple conductors, but coil separation of 100m docs not have enough resolution to 
separate these features. A few isolated conductors east of this trend may be of 
significance, these features are definitely weaker some only on in phase expression 
however slight magnetic increased seems to follow them.

T rend C-2 lies mainly on patented ground this conductive feature lies east of 
the baseline it is less conductive it is associated with a weak magnetic anomaly flanking 
on the east.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The conductive /ones located represent areas of mineralization with possibly 
magnetitle, pyrite, pyrhotite association. Gold has been located at a relatively short 
distance from the claims (l mile) in association with cherty iron formation with a 
similar geophysical expression. It is therefore recommended that the following drill 
holes be sunk to test the conductive zones.

Line 24N 5^55W West on line -45O 100m
74 55 W West on line -45O 150m

24N I5^95W East on line -45 0 150m
I6N 3470L Fast on line -'i50 100m
l AN 5490L West on line -45 0 100m

l olal 600m 

COST ESTIMATE:

Diamond drilling S?07rn S42,000
Sampling and assaying 2,500
Supervision 2,500
Travel and incidentals 1,500
Contingency I59o _Zi?l^.

Total $ 55,775

Peter J. Vamos, P.Lng.
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCIAISIONS ETC

Type of Survcy(s)^ Magnctic and Electromagnetic

Township or Area . McDonough

Claim IIo]der(s). Dickenson Mines Limited

Survey Company Mid-North Engineering Services Limited

Author of Report. Peter J. Varoos

Address of Author ^^ Lawrence Ave. E., Don Mills, Ont.

Covcrins Dates of Survey. S cpt " 1 980 March 1 981
(liiiccutting tci office)

23.3 kmTotal Miles of Line Cut-

srecj Ai- 1'JiQ vi SIGNS

ENTER 4 O days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTKR 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
1-1 - t* 1- 
Electromagnet ic____.

DAYS 
per claim

40

20M ag n e t o m e t e iv _ . _ ' 

R a d i o m e 1 1' i c.  __ - __ .

CJeologicaL. - ,. 

Geochemical  .

AIRBORNE CREDI L^i (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer^ ....._Electromagnetic _^...__ Radiometric ^   .
(enter days per claim)

^^
Author of Report or Agent

Res. Geo!..

Previous Surveys 
File No. Type

Qualifications. 

Dale Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

* i \

KRL 509806 ,l KRl- 509827. i

(prefix) 
509807.,

l- 509808 ,\ 

v 509809.i

509810' i"

509811

509812' V--'

509813. ̂ -

509814'

509815.1

509816-

509817. V-

509818.vX

509819

'' 509820 S '

509821- l ' 

509822. t"

509823 *.

509824 . l-

50982 5V' 

509826 V

(number) 
509828. i

509829.v

l
TOTAL CLAIMS-.-

24



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

Sl'RYT.YS 11 moir tliaii one survey, specify data ioi each lypc of smvry

Number of Stations. 

Station interval. 

Profile scale. 

Contour interval.

Number of leadings 

Line spacing.

Geometrics G 816 Proton Magnetometer 
Instrument .

Accuracy Scale constant,. -1 gamma 

OJ Diurnal correction method. Usin9 several base stations on grid 

"...j Base Station check-in interval (hours).

Base Station location and value . Sce maps

Instrument .

(]oil configuralion .

Coil separation .

Accuracy.

Method:

Frcquency.

Paramctos measured.

Apex MaxMin II

Horizontal Loop 

100m

l l''ixed transmiltcr 
1777HZ

(. l Shoot hack 
444HZ

In line . 1'arallel line

(specify V.I..1'. stiilion)
In Phase and Out of Phase

Instrument . 

Scale constant . 

Clorreclions made.

]5ase station value and location .

1'ilcvation accui'acv.

O C''
d
M

(S j

vi
c/j

Instrument .

Method [ Time Domain

I'arametei s On time .

Off time.

Delay time'.

Inlegration lime 1 

Power .

Klcclrodc array. 

I'.lectrode sj)acing . 

Type of electrode .

1'Vccjuency Domain 

Frequency.

Range.
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DISPOSITION OF CROWN L ANDS

PATENT, SURFACE AND MINING RIGHTS ,m-. * 

" , SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY m_.,__   

" , ^MINING RIGHTS ONLY________. 9

LEASE, SURFACE AND MINING -RIGHTS_... H 

" , SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY,,,,..___. H 

" , MINING RIGHTS ONLY_______. y

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION_____...._____ T

ROADS "M -^

IMPROVED ROADS '

KING'S HIGHWAYS

RAILWAYS

POWER LINES
MARSH OR MUSKEG

MINES

CANCELLED

NOTES

400 surface rights reservation along the 
shores of all lakes and rivers.

Flooding on Chukuni River above dam
to contour elevation 1198.5'v6923 file 147880

Areas withdrawn from (taking under Section 
43 of the Mining Act (H.8.0. I97O) 

Order No File Date Disposition

(5) 163474 Aug. 2 O,'70 surface rjghis only 

  " May 4, '71

) W.8/81 63288 8 /10/81

AlVlUHP'WPIPl —— ——^ - . M

DATE OF ISSUE 

MAR - 1

PLAN NO. M.2182
ONTARIO

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH
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